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A linear error propagation analysis was applied to a hydrophone array used to locate sperm whales
@see Møhlet al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am.107, 638–648~2000!#. The accuracy of two-dimensional~2D!
and three-dimensional~3D! array configurations was investigated. The precision in source location
was estimated as a function of inaccuracies in measurements of sound velocity, time-of-arrival
differences ~TOADs!, and receiver positions. The magnitude of additional errors caused by
geometric simplification was also assessed. The receiver position uncertainty had the largest impact
on the precision of source location. A supplementary vertical linear array consisting of three
receivers gave information on the vertical bearing and distance to the sound sources. The TOAD
data from an additional receiver as well as from surface reflections were used to form an
overdetermined location system. This system rendered positions within two standard deviations of
the estimated errors from the original 3D array. ©2001 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1329619#
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

A data matrix
dc, dsx, etc. error~1 s.d.! of sound velocity, source posi

tion x coordinate, etc.
b data vector
B, B30 platform B; 30-m hydrophone at platform B
c sound velocity
Cov~b! covariance matrix of vectorb
E1 –E5 detonators 1–5
G, G30 platform G, 30-m hydrophone at platform G
GPS Global Positioning System
m source solution vector
MINNA minimum number of receiver array

I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic locationing is a common technique in bi
acoustics using a set of receivers~a receiver array!. Usually a
minimum number of receiver array~MINNA ! is used. A
MINNA implies that the array consists of the smallest nu
ber of receivers required to find the source location. To
strict the source to a hyperboloid surface,1 one time-of-
arrival difference ~TOAD! is needed, and therefore th
MINNA system consists of two receivers. To calculate t
source position in 2D~two dimensions!, one has to estimate
two coordinates, or two independent parameters. Theref
two TOADs are needed, and the MINNA system consists
three receivers. The same argument gives a MINNA sys
of four receivers when solving a 3D source locati
problem.2 If there are more receivers present than wha
needed for the MINNA solution, the system is denoted
overdetermined array~ODA!.

a!Electronic mail: Magnus.Wahlberg@biology.au.dk
397 J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 109 (1), January 2001 0001-4966/2001/1
M, M30 platform M; 30-m hydrophone at platform M
N, N30 platform N; 30-m hydrophone at platform N
mr number of receivers
ODA overdetermined array
PLA perturbed linear array
R receiver coordinate matrix
R, R30 platform R; 30-m hydrophone at platform R
r ~1!–r ~5! receiver 1–5 coordinates
s source position vector
s.d. standard deviation
SVP sound velocity profile
TOAD time-of-arrival difference
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It is essential to know the precision of the derived sou
coordinates in acoustic location studies. Location errors
induced by uncertainties in the variables used for calcula
the source position, such as the sound and wind~current!
velocity of the medium, time of arrivals, and receiver po
tion coordinates. In MINNA systems the number of TOA
data is just sufficient to calculate the source position, a
there are no extra TOAD data available to evaluate the p
cision. However, if the errors in the measured variab
~sound velocity, TOADs, and receiver positions! are as-
sessed, the magnitude of the error in source position can
be determined. The simplest methods for such an error
sessment is linear error propagation~Taylor, 1997!. Consider
a function of N variables f 5 f (x1 ,x2 ,...xN). Assume that
the errorsdxi of the variablesxi ( i 51,...,N) can be assessed
The linear error propagation model estimates the magnit
of the error inf ~denotedd f ) as

d f 5A(
i 51

N S ] f

]xi
dxi D 2

. ~1!
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If the variablesxi are correlated, Eq.~1! is modified with
additional terms containing the covariances between thexi ’s
~Taylor, 1997!.

The literature on error analysis of acoustic location s
tems is vast. However, for the common bioacoustic arr
with a limited amount of receivers, there are only a fe
examples where an error analysis has been performed. S
et al. ~1998! and Aubaueret al. ~2000! performed error
analyses of 2D MINNA systems, and Janiket al. ~2000!
compared acoustic- with telemetry-derived positio
Watkins and Schevill~1971! outlined an error analysis fo
TOAD measurement, and Cleator and Dueck~1995! made
measurements on positioning error of a 3D MINNA. In th
paper we extend Watkins and Schevill’s~1971! approach to
formulate a linear error propagation model for all the typ
of errors encountered when determining the position o
source. Only the wind~or current! field is not considered
The problem of wind fields has been treated extensively
other investigators~such as Spiesberger and Fristrup, 199!.
The model presented here can be used for both 2D and
MINNA or ODA systems. It is exemplified on data on sper
whale acoustic source location presented in Møhlet al.
~2000a!.

II. METHODS

A. Field recordings

Recordings were made off the continental shelf
Northern Norway~N69°23,E15°45! in the presence of an
unknown number of sperm whales during July 1997 and J
1998. In the recording area, the seafloor drops rapidly fro
depth of 130 m to more than 1 km. All recordings were ma
in sea state 2 or below. The recording setup is describe
Møhl et al. ~2000a!. In the present paper only facts releva
for estimating the precision of source positions are giv
The setup is schematically outlined in Fig. 1. The array c
sisted of three free-floating platforms~labeled as in Møhl
et al., 2000a: main craftN in both 1997 and 1998, and aux
iliary crafts G and M in 1997, R and B in 1998!, each
equipped with a hydrophone at 30 m depth. In 1998, t
additional hydrophones were lowered from theN craft to
depths of 100 and 460 m~receiver 4 and 5 in Fig. 1!. The

FIG. 1. The recording principle used for positioning sperm whales. Abb
viations: r5receiver, with identification and depth. GPS5Global Position-
ing System, UHF5Ultrahigh frequency radio link.N5main platform,
G,M5auxiliary platforms in 1997,R,B5auxiliary platforms in 1998. For
the recordings made in 1997, receivers 4 and 5 were not available.
398 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 1, January 2001
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hydrophone signals from the two auxiliary crafts were tra
mitted via UHF links to the main platform. On the ma
platform all hydrophone signals were recorded on a Ra
Store 7D multichannel instrumentation recorder. The ba
width ~23-dB limits! of the recorded signals was 2 kHz fo
the radio links and 37.5 kHz for the direct recordings on t
N craft. The signals were subsequently low-pass filtered~20
kHz! and digitized using a PC sound card~sampling fre-
quency 44.1 kHz, 16-bit resolution!. The position of each
craft was logged every 2 s using the Global Positioning Sys
tem ~GPS; Garmin GPS45 receivers!. Additional radar mea-
surements of platform distances were made from the m
craft at irregular intervals. In 1998, the receiver positio
were calibrated using three detonators fired 3–20 m be
each craft. Two additional detonators were set off 3 m below
a fourth craft. The sound velocity profile~SVP! from the
surface to a depth of 150 m was measured in 1998 wit
custom-builtsing-aroundsound velocimeter~Urick, 1983!.
The SVP at greater depths was calculated from salinity
temperature measurements made in the same general
during July 1997 and July 1998~obtained from the Institute
of Marine Research, Bergen, Norway!.

B. Source location algorithms

Whales were located from TOADs of the same cli
recorded on the different receivers. TOADs were measu
with a two-channel sound-editing program. Four differe
source location algorithms were used.

~1! A 2D MINNA algorithm was used with the 1997 field
data~receivers 1–3 in Fig. 1!.

~2! A 3D MINNA algorithm was used with the 1998 field
data~receivers 1–4 in Fig. 1!.

~3! A vertical linear array was analyzed with data from t
three receivers on theN platform in 1998~receivers 1, 4,
and 5 in Fig. 1!.

~4! An ODA algorithm was used with data from all fiv
receivers in Fig. 1 as well as from surface reflectio
~1998 field data!.

There are several mathematical ways to solve the so
location problem ~Watkins and Schevill, 1971; Rindorf
1981; Spiesberger and Fristrup, 1990; Juell and Westerb
1993!. The algebraic solution presented here is a synthesi
the methods used by Watkins and Schevill~1971! and Spies-
berger and Fristrup~1990!. It has the advantage of giving th
same mathematical form for 2D and 3D array systems,
for both MINNAs and ODAs.

In the following, boldface letters indicate column ve
tors or matrices, andT denotes the transpose operator. Fo
source with position vectors5(sx ,sy ,sz)

T the distances be
tween the source and the receivers give the equations

~r x~ i !2sx!
21~r y~ i !2sy!21~r z~ i !2sz!

2

5c2~T11t~ i !!2, i 51,2,3,mr, ~2!

where the receiver position vector of receiveri is r ( i )
5(r x( i ),r y( i ),r z( i ))

T, c is the sound velocity,t( i ) is the
TOAD between receiveri and receiver 1, andmr is the num-
ber of receivers. The time of arrival from the source to t

-
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receiver 1 is denotedT1 . Placing the origin of the coordinat
system atr ~1!, and subtracting thei 51 row from the other
rows in Eq.~2!, we obtain~Spiesberger and Fristrup, 1990!

Am5b. ~3!

The ith row of the matrixA is given by 2@r ( i 11)T c2t( i
11)#, wherer ( i ) is the position vector of theith receiver,c
is the sound velocity of the medium, andt( i ) is the TOAD
between theith and the first receiver (i 51,...,mr21). The
vector m is given by @sTT1#T, wheres5(sx ,sy ,sz)

T is the
source position vector,T1 is the straight-line travel time from
the source to receiver 1. Theith row of matrixb is given by
bi52c2t2( i 11)1ir ( i )i2, whereir ( i )i denotes the length
of the vectorr ( i ).

The task is now to solve Eq.~3! for the vectorm, which
contains the source coordinates.

For a 3D MINNA system,mr54. Below, Watkins and
Schevill’s ~1971! solution is reformulated in matrix notation
which facilitates the error analysis notation. Equation~3!
may be written as

2RTs12c2tT15b. ~4!

Here,R denotes the receiver matrix

R5S r x~2! r x~3! r x~4!

r y~2! r y~3! r y~4!

r z~2! r z~3! r z~4!
D ,

and t5@ t(2) t(3) t(4)#T. It follows that

s52c2R2TtT11 1
2R

2Tb. ~5!

Using the relationshipc2T1
25sTs, we solve forT1

T15
2p6Ap22aq

a
, ~6!

wherea5c4tTR21R2Tt2c2, p52c2tTR21R2Tb/2, andq
5bTR21R2Tb/4. Equation~5! can now be solved to give th
coordinates of the source.

Each set of TOADs will result in twoT1’s from Eq.~6!.
A negativeT1 is discarded as noncausal. Two positive so
tions correspond to two source positions for the given se
TOADs. If T1 is complex there is no physical source so
tion.

For a 2D MINNA system, all terms withi 54 and z
indices in Eqs.~5!–~6! are omitted.

With a linear array, the bearing and range to the sou
can be found in a similar manner~Møhl et al., 1990!. The
three-receiver vertical linear array analyzed in this paper
the positions of the receiversr ~4! and r ~5! shifted from the
vertical axes, and the three receivers were not on a line.
receiver geometry is called a perturbed linear array~PLA!.
With this array the intersection of the two rotated hyperb
loids is not symmetric around the vertical axes. A numeri
routine was constructed to plot the hyperboloid intersectio
First, a vertical plane was defined in the direction from t
receiverr ~1! and the source~as obtained from the 3D algo
rithm!. The intersection of the this plane and the hyperb
399 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 1, January 2001
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loids was plotted, and the point where the two intersect
lines crossed was estimated from the plot and compared
the 3D solution.

For ODA systems, the least-square solution to Eq.~3! is
obtained as

m5VS* UTb, ~7!

whereS* 5(SO 210)T andS5(SO0)T, andA5USVT is the sin-
gular value decomposition of the matrixA ~Spiesberger and
Fristrup, 1990!.

C. The linear error propagation model

First, consider a MINNA system. Watkins and Schev
~1971! used a linear error propagation model on their 3
location algorithm with respect to uncertainties in TOA
measurements. Here, we expand their analysis to incorpo
the impact on location errors caused by other measured v
ables, such as sound velocity and receiver positions.
analysis presented here also allows the effect of correlat
between measured variables to be investigated. The ana
results in a covariance matrix for the source position vec
Cov~s!, containing the estimated variances for each sou
coordinate in its diagonal, and the covariances between
ferent source coordinates in the off-diagonal places. The t
error is defined as the square root of the trace of the cov
ance matrix.

The covariance matrix for the source position vector
estimated as

Cov~s!5S ds

d~c,t,R! D
T

Cov~c,t,R!S ds

d~c,t,R! D , ~8!

where (c,t,R) denotes a vector containing thec, t, and R
elements. Vector derivatives are defined as in Wun
~1996!. For the uncorrelated variablesc, t, andR, Eq.~8! can
be split up into

Cov~s!5S ds

dcD
T

Cov~c!S ds

dcD1S ds

d~ t! D
T

Cov~ t!S ds

d~ t! D
1S ds

d~R! D
T

Cov~R!S ds

d~R! D . ~9!

The terms on the right-hand side in Eq.~9! correspond to the
contribution to the source position error from the inaccu
cies in sound velocity, TOADs, and receiver position me
surements, respectively.

The covariance matrix forc is simply dc2, wheredc is
the standard deviation in the sound velocity estimate. T
error analysis is performed analogous to Eq.~11! below.

Each TOAD is measured between the time of arrival
receiver 1 and receiveri. Assume that the time of arrivals ar
uncorrelated and associated with an equal measuremen
accuracy ofdt ~1 s.d.!. Then the TOADs all includeT1 and
are correlated with the amountdt2. We obtain the TOAD
covariance matrix as

Cov~ t!5F 2 1 1

1 2 1

1 1 2
G dt2. ~10!
399Wahlberg et al.: Estimating source position accuracy
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dt
52c2S T11diag~ t!1

]T

]t
tTDR21,

]T

dt
5

2dtp6

2p
]p

]t
2a

]q

]t
2q

]a

]t

2Ap22aq
2T1

]a

]t

a
,

]p

]t
5c 4 diag~ t!R21R2Tt2

c2

2
R21R2Tb, ~11!

]q

]t
52c2 diag~ t!R21R2Tb ,

]a

]t
52c4R21R2Tt,
e
g
y-
r
am
c

r

th

a
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where diag~t! is a square 333 diagonal matrix with the ele-
ments oft in the diagonal.

The evaluation of the receiver term in Eq.~9! is made
through the decomposition~receiverx, y, andz coordinates
are assumed to be uncorrelated!

S ds

d~R! D
T

Cov~R!S ds

d~R! D
5 (

j 5x,y,z
S ds

dr j
D T

Cov~r j !S ds

dr j
D . ~12!

Each receiver coordinate is determined as the distance
tween the receiveri and receiver 1 in the coordinate dire
tion. Each receiver coordinate is therefore correlated with
same coordinate of another receiver with the amo
dr j (1)2. This gives the receiver covariance matrices
Cov~r j !5F dr j~1!21dr j~2!2 dr j~1!2 dr j~1!2

dr j~1!2 dr j~1!21dr j~3!2 dr j~1!2

dr j~1!2 dr j~1!2 dr j~1!21dr j~4!2
G , j 5x,y,z. ~13!
ly
he
The derivatives are found in a similar fashion to Eq.~11!.
For the ODA solution@Eq. ~7!# the error in the least-

square approximation can be estimated either through lin
error propagation or residual analysis. Linear error propa
tion is chosen for direct comparison with the MINNA anal
sis. Spiesberger and Fristrup~1990! used this technique fo
the case of TOAD measurement errors. Here, the s
analysis is extended to measurement errors in sound velo
and receiver positions. The resulting covariance matrix fom
contains the variancesdm25(dsx

2,dsy
2,dsz

2,dT1
2)T in the di-

agonal. The total error is defined as the square root of
sum ofdsx

2, dsy
2, anddsz

2.
Analogous to the MINNA analysis, the covariance m

trix of m for ODA is
ar
a-

e
ity

e

-

Cov~m!5VS* UTCov~b!U~S* !TVT, ~14!

where the covariance matrix ofb is split up into its uncorre-
lated terms

Cov~b!5S db

dcD
T

Cov~c!S db

dcD1S db

d~ t! D
T

Cov~ t!S db

d~ t! D
1S db

d~R! D
T

Cov~R!S db

d~R! D . ~15!

The covariance matrix of the sound velocity is given simp
by dc2, the variance of the sound velocity estimate. T
components of]b/]c are
try
try
TABLE I. Estimated error~1 s.d.! of variables used in source positioning of the Møhlet al. ~2000! data.

Variable/
source of error

Assumed
error
1997

Assumed
error
1998 Comments

Sound velocity 610 m/s 610 m/s From sound velocity profile data
Time of arrival 60.001 s 60.001 s Measurement accuracy of click timing
r 1x,y,z coordinate 60 m 60 m Defines origin of coordinate system
r 2x coordinate 670 m 620–60 m Estimated from GPS data and detonators
r 2y coordinate 60 m 60 m Defines direction ofx axis
r 3x,y coordinate 6300 m 620–60 m From radar, GPS, and detonators
r 4x,y coordinates ¯ 610–60 m From GPS and detonators
r 5x,y coordinates ¯ 610–60 m From GPS and detonators
r 2 , r 3z coordinates ¯ 62 m From detonators
r 4z coordinate ¯ 620–60 m From detonators
r 5z coordinate ¯ 620–50 m From detonators
2D simplification ¯ ¯ Magnitude of error depends on source–array geome
Ray bending ¯ ¯ Magnitude of error depends on source–array geome
400Wahlberg et al.: Estimating source position accuracy
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wheredt is the standard deviation of the TOAD measur
ments@cf. Eq. ~10!#. The time derivatives ofb are

]bi

]t j
522c2t~ i !d i j , ~18!

whered i j is the Dirac delta function (d i j 50 if i ,. j , d i j

51 if i 5 j ).
The covariance matrix of the receiver positions, for t

same arguments given for Eq.~13!, is
Cov~r j !5F dr j~1!21dr j~2!2 dr j~1!2
¯ ¯ dr j~1!2

dr j~1!2 dr j~1!21dr j~3!2
]

] � ]

] dr j~1!21dr j~mr21!2 dr j~1!2

dr j~1!2
¯ ¯ dr j~1!2 dr j~1!21dr j~mr !

2

G , j 5x,y,z.

~19!
e
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e to
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1998,
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The derivatives ofb are found as

]bi

]r j~k!
52c2r j~ i !d ik , ~20!

with the Dirac delta functiond i j defined as above.

D. Sources of errors for acoustic location

Table I lists the sources of errors in variables used
calculate source positions in the Møhlet al. ~2000a! data.

1. Linear error propagation variables

a. Sound velocity measurement. The measured SVP
~Fig. 2! decreased from 1495 m/s at the surface to 1478
at a depth of 500 m. At a depth of 800 m, the sound veloc
reached a minimum of 1460 m/s. In the location algorithm
sound velocity value of 1480 m/s was used, as this is
average sound velocity for a signal traveling from a sourc
a depth of a few hundred meters to the receivers. In the lin
error propagation model the standard deviation of the so
velocity estimate was set to610 m/s, which reflects the
variation observed in Fig. 2.

b. TOAD measurement. The standard deviation o
TOAD measurements was set to 1 ms. Sperm whale cl
have well-defined onsets, and therefore TOADs can be m
sured with higher precision than 1 ms. However, the pre
sion in timing degrades due to the use of radio links of li
ited bandwidth and dynamic range. There are sev
techniques to improve the TOAD measurements~e.g., cross
correlation; Cahlander, 1967; Menne and Hackbarth, 19!.
As the TOAD measurement errors turned out to have
insignificant impact on source location precision in the Mø
et al. ~2000a! data, no effort was made to make such im
provements. Water currents~maximum 1–2 knots in the
o
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-
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present study! induce errors in TOAD measurements in th
sub-ms range in the array data analyzed and were there
not taken into account.

c. Receiver position errors. The x and y coordinates of
receivers 1–3 were determined with GPS~1 s.d. positioning
error 650 m; Kaplan, 1996!, sampled with 2-s intervals. In
1997 the GPS position of receiver 3 was not recorded du
a technical failure, and the position of this craft was obtain
by means of observations on a radar screen. This incre
the estimated error for the coordinates of receiver 3 as c
pared with receiver 2~Table I!. The receiver positions from
1998 were treated in three steps to minimize the impac
fluctuations in the logged positions~Fig. 3!: ~1! The dis-
tances between the three platforms were calculated as a f
tion of time;~2! Linear regression lines were fitted to each
the receiver distance curves; and~3! The regression lines

FIG. 2. The average sound velocity profile calculated from salinity a
temperature measurements in the study area during July 1997 and July
by the Institute of Marine Research, Bergen, Norway. Ray tracing o
sound source at depths of 30, 300, and 600 m. Ray separation: 8 deg
401Wahlberg et al.: Estimating source position accuracy
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were shifted up to 30 m using the detonator data. The a
geometry at the time of a whale sequence was estim
from the adjusted regression lines.

2. Errors due to geometric simplification

a. Using a 2D algorithm in a 3D source–array geom-
etry. A geometric problem with 2D arrays occurs when t
sound source is outside the plane defined by the recei
~Konagaya, 1982; Stæhr, 1982!. As sketched in Fig. 4~a!, the
projection of the 3D position of the sound source onto
receiver plane may differ considerably from the coordina
obtained with the 2D solution. The implication of this err
is that a position estimate made with a 2D algorithm is eit

FIG. 3. ~a! Distance between platforms as a function of time during
1998 recordings. The linear regression lines for each platform distance
indicated. Six whale sequences and the detonatorsE1 –E5 are indicated.~b!
Calibration of recording geometry during 1998. Numbers refer to detona
E1 –E5. Circles signify the GPS positions of the platforms, with the cent
obtained through the linear regression given in Fig. 6~a!. The diameter rep-
resents the 2-s.d. uncertainty in platform positions. The crosses at 1–
constructed from distances derived from the time of arrivals of the deton
signals to the platforms. The crosses at 4 and 5 are derived from aco
localization of the detonatorsE4 –E5. From: Møhlet al. ~2000a!, courtesy
of the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America.
402 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 1, January 2001
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under- or overestimating the distances between the so
and the receivers. The magnitude of this bias increases a
distance between the sound source and the receiver p
increases. In Fig. 4~b! the situation for the 2D array used i
the 1997 field work is depicted for a sound source at 500
depth.

b. Ray bending. All the location algorithms used her
assume that the signal is traveling along a straight line fr
the source to the receiver. If the sound velocity changes w
depth or otherwise, the actual sound path bends~Fig. 2;
Urick, 1983!. The measured TOADs then differ from thos
from straight path propagation. Spiesberger and Frist
~1990! deduced an approximate formula for the deviation
time of arrival (dT) between the curved and straight path
the case of sound velocity changing linearly with depth

dT52S ]c~z!

]z D 2 L3

24c1
3 , ~21!

where]c(z)/]z is the slope of the sound velocity profile,L
is the distance between the source and the receiver, andc1 is
the sound velocity at the source depth.

E. Calibration of array configuration

The receiver array used in 1998 was calibrated us
two detonators set off at 3 m depth from a separate, GPS
positioned, dinghy. The TOAD data from these detonat
were used to compare acoustically derived locations w
GPS positions.

re

rs
s

are
or
tic

FIG. 4. ~a! Illustration of the positioning error produced by locating a sou
source with a 2D array, when the actual position of the source~denoted 3D
solution! is not situated on the receiver plane.~b! Magnitude and direction
of this error from the 1997 data. Depth of sound source: 500 m. The ar
shows the magnitude and direction of the difference between the 2D s
tion and the 2D projection of the 3D solution.
402Wahlberg et al.: Estimating source position accuracy
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III. RESULTS

A. Indentifying click sequences

Click sequences were identified across receivers as
secutive clicks having the same~within 1 ms! interclick in-
tervals on all receivers. Five click sequences from 1997
six sequences from 1998 were analyzed. The shortes
quence consisted of five consecutive clicks, and the lon
of 64. Click sequences are labeled as in Møhlet al. ~2000a!.

B. Error map of the 2-D MINNA

In Fig. 5, the result of the linear error propagation mod
for the 2D hydrophone array used in 1997 is shown. T
contour lines~spaced 1000 m apart! indicate the magnitude
of the location error~1 s.d.!, using the variable errors liste
in Table I. The source position of five click sequences
indicated~the sequences 4t1640 and 4t1659 are so close to
each other that only one position is indicated!. In Table II,
the results from the linear error propagation model are sho
for one of the whales (4t1659). This sequence is chosen
illustrate the error propagation analysis for a source outs
the array, close to the line connecting two receivers. Err
are given in percent as the ratio of the error and the estim
source distance tor ~1!. Assuming that the whale is not situ
ated deeper than 500 m, the maximum impact on geome
simplification is also given in Table II. Three of the s
quences in Fig. 5 (4t1640, 4t1659, and 4t1808b) are situ-
ated in areas where the location error is very large. Two p
of sequences (4t1640– 4t1659, and 4t1817– 4t1927) almost

FIG. 5. Magnitude of the error in source position due to uncertainties
measurements of TOADs, sound velocity, and receiver positions applie
the 2D array data from 1997.r (1) –r (3): receivers. Contour lines~spaced
1000 m! indicate the one standard deviation positioning error in m. Positi
~diamonds! of five sperm whales are indicated (4t1640 and 4t1659 are at
the same position!.
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overlap in their positions, indicating that they are from t
same whale. Thus, the five sequences probably are prod
by three individual whales.

C. Error of the 3D array used in 1998

Figure 6 shows the array system used in 1998. The
sitions of six whale sequences are indicated, as well as
positions of the five detonators fired from the platforms a
an additional dinghy. The time elapsed from the first wh
sequence (7t898) to the last transient event (E5) is 14 min.
The sequences were probably generated by three indivi
whales~1: sequences 7t1036 and 7t898; 2: 7t954, 7t990,
and 7t1020; and 3: 7t915). In Table II, the coordinates o
two of the six click sequences are listed, together with
results of the error analysis.

The E1 –E3 detonators were also used to position t
deep hydrophonesr ~4! andr ~5!. In Table III, the results are
presented, as well as the errors from a linear error propa
tion analysis.

The TOAD measurements from the two detonato
E4 –E5 were used to compare GPS and acoustic positio
The acoustically derived positions did not deviate more th
40 m from the GPS positions of the detonators.

D. Positions from the PLA compared with 3D positions

For the PLA, the intersection of each hyperboloid a
the vertical plane between receiver 1 and the 3D-deri

n
to

s

FIG. 6. Array geometry of the 1998 recordings reported in Møhlet al.
~2000!. Receiversr (1) –r (5) are indicated. The positions of six whale s
quences are shown as diamonds. Sequences 7t898, 7t915, and 7t1036 are in
a location of the array, where two source positions are found from the s
TOADs ~denoted 7t1036.1, etc.; 7t898.2 and 7t915.2 are outside the rang
of the figure!. DetonationsE1 –E5 are indicated.
the o

TABLE II. The impact on source position accuracy from errors in sound velocity, TOAD measurements, and receiver positions. The sequence 7t898 has 2
solutions. Errors are given in percent of the ratio between the standard deviation error estimates and the derived distance between the whale andrigin of
the array. Geometric error is calculated for a source depth of 500 m.

Whale
Position

(x,y,z) @km#
Sound velocity

error @%# TOAD error @%#
Receiver position

error @%#
3D to 2D

geometric error@%#
Ray curvature

error @%#

4t1659 1.0, 0.2,2 0.6 0.4 300 30 ¯

7t898.1 20.5, 20.4, 0.2 20 2 500 ¯ 3
7t898.2 227, 213, 0.8 700 80 4000 ¯ ¯

7t990 0.3,21.4, 0.3 5 0.2 50 ¯ 0.5
403Wahlberg et al.: Estimating source position accuracy
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whale position are shown in Fig. 7. The curves are not sy
metric around ther1 –r ( i ) axis, as this axis is not running o
the whale–receiver 1 plane. The 3D solution is on the H
curve, as receiver 4 is part of the 3D MINNA system. T

TABLE III. Positions of the two deep hydrophones deployed from theN
craft derived from detonatorsE1 –E3.

Receiver x @m# y @m# z @m#

r (4) 23620 259660 462610
r (5) 22620 37650 98630

FIG. 7. ~a! Geometry of the perturbed linear array analys
x,y5coordinate system of the 3D algorithm. Abbreviations:N5platform.
r ~1!, r ~4!, r ~5!5receivers 1, 4, and 5.s5position of whale, calculated with
the 3D algorithm.g5direction between receiver 1 and the whale in t
horizontal plane.P5The vertical plane throughr ~1! and s. H14 ~H15!:
Intersection ofP and the hyperboloid created from TOAD between receiv
1 and 4~5!. ~b! View of the receiver 1–source plane~P in 7a! for click
sequence 7t1036.r „4… andr „5… are projections of receivers 4 and 5 onto t
planeP. A surface reflection is treated as recorded by an additional vir
receiver, denotedr5v. The curves corresponding to TOADs between rece
ers 1–5 and 1–4 are drawn with solid lines, and the curve correspondin
TOADs between receiver 1 and the virtual receiver is drawn with a do
line.
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H15 curve is not running through the 3D solution, probab
due to uncertainties in the position of receiver 5. In Table
the estimated ranges and bearings are compared with th
MINNA results for two whale sequences. The ranges a
bearings calculated with the perturbed linear array are wit
the error margins of the 3D solution.

Several signals contained echoes, likely generated
surface reflections. Surface reflections can be viewed as
cordings made by virtual hydrophones, situated above
surface at a height corresponding to the depth of the ‘‘re
receiver ~Urick, 1983; Møhl et al., 1990; Aubaueret al.,
2000!. Surface reflection data were incorporated into the l
ear array analysis. The curve generated by the TOAD fro
surface reflection is shown in Fig. 7~b! as a dotted curve. The
dotted curve is converging reasonably well towards the
solution, so the corresponding echo is regarded as a sur
reflection.

The surface reflected signal is expected to be 180
phase shifted compared with the direct signal~Urick, 1983!.
This should be easily observed in the cross correlation
tween the direct and the surface reflected signals and c
thus be a further help in the interpretation of echoes. Ho
ever, in the Møhlet al. ~2000a! there was no clear negativ
maximum in the cross-correlation function between click a
echo, so this method could not be readily implemented.

E. The ODA compared with the 3D MINNA and the
PLA solutions

In Table IV, the range and bearing to the source
shown with an ODA system using receivers 1–5 and surf
reflection data. Signals were considered as originating fr
surface reflections if the analysis with the PLA indicated th
this was plausible. The ODA solution can be compared w
results from the two other location algorithms: the 3
MINNA system and the PLA~Table IV!. In most cases the
error estimates derived with the ODA and 3D MINNA we
of similar magnitude. If the source was situated outside
array close to one of its corners, the ODA errors we
smaller by up to an order of magnitude~e.g., the sequence
7t898 in Table IV!.

F. Errors due to a varying sound-velocity profile

The error from ray bending in five sequences from 19
data was estimated. The source was assumed to be a
position given by the 3D solution, and Eq.~21! was used to
compensate for the measured TOADs for ray-bending
fects. Then, a new 3D position was calculated with the
justed TOADs. The difference from the uncorrected po
tions was always less than 10% of the total error as deri
from linear error propagation~Table II!.

IV. DISCUSSION

The accuracy of source location depends on the pr
sion of the measurements in sound velocity, TOADs, a
receiver positions, as well as on source–array geometry.
evident from Fig. 5 that the location precision is a comp
cated function of the bearing and range from the array to
source.

s

l
-
to
d
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the angle
ing
TABLE IV. Comparison of 3D MINNA, ODA, and PLA positioning for two click sequences selected from the 1998 data in Møhlet al. ~2000!. The sequence
7t898 has two solutions with the MINNA system. Range is the estimated distance from the source to receiver 1 in the origin of the array. Bearing is
between the horizontal plane and the line connecting the whale and receiver 1. Virtual hydrophones are constructed from signals interpreted as bereflected
from the surface~see the text!. The sequences are selected to illustrate the performance of the error analysis. All errors are standard deviations~61 s.d.!.

Whale

3-D MINNA 3-D ODA PLA

~Receivers 1–4! ~Receivers 1–51virtual receivers! ~Receivers 1, 4, and 5!

Range tor (1)
@km#

Bearing
@degrees#

Source depth
@km#

No of virtual
receivers

Range tor (1)
@km#

Bearing
@degrees#

Source depth
@km#

Range tor (1)
@km#

Bearing
@deg#

Source depth
@km#

7t898.1 0.763 18680 0.260.5 0 0.760.7 1666 0.260.7 0.7 18 0.2
7t898.2 30690 1660 0.8630 ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

7t990 1.460.6 11621 0.360.6 2 2.360.5 1064 0.460.1 1.1 15 0.3
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A considerable problem with locating direction
sources with a MINNA system is that there are no mean
assure that the signal is correctly interpreted in terms of
rect and reflected paths. In the present study the PLA d
were used to confirm the range and vertical bearing to
source from theN platform. Still, there is a possibility that a
erroneous interpretation of the signal TOADs can ren
similar yet erroneous results with the two location system
as two of the linear array receivers were also a part of the
MINNA system. To some extent, surface reflections can
used to confirm the interpretation of the TOADs~Møhl et al.,
1990; Aubaueret al., 2000!. The problem can best be min
mized through the use of an overdetermined system, wh
additional independent data are collected.

Overdetermined systems are also favorable in term
reducing the positioning error. This effect is most clea
seen in the areas of the array where the ODA systems
very sensitive to errors~Table IV!.

The linear error propagation analysis applied in t
study gives a measure of the expected error in source l
tion. The fact that the analysis is linear makes it unfeasibl
areas of the array where the location error increases rap
~i.e., nonlinearly!. This is clearly seen in Table II. The est
mated source location errors of the sequences 4t1659 and
7t898 are much larger than the location inaccuracies
would expect from repeated measurements of sound sou
situated at these positions. Spiesberger~1999! deduced
boundaries where the linear approximation of location err
breaks down for overdetermined acoustic location syste
A similar approach to MINNA systems would be useful
define the source–array geometries for which the linear e
propagation analysis presented here is valid. The nonlin
effect is largest where the hyperboloid surfaces have la
curvature or are almost parallel.

The PLA created with the hydrophones deployed fro
the N platform in 1998 gave additional vertical bearing a
range data which proved useful to confirm source positi
derived with the 3D algorithm@Fig. 7~b!, Table IV#. In two
end-fire situations~sequences 7t898 and 7t1036 in Fig. 5!
the difference in the ranging estimation of the PLA and
MINNA solutions was within 20% of the range. The diffe
ence is readily explained by the uncertainties in theN100
andN460 receiver positions.

When cross-correlating a click with an assumed surf
reflection, it was not possible to discern whether the cro
correlation function had a positive or a negative maximu
405 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 109, No. 1, January 2001
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A likely reason for this is the observed acute directionality
sperm whale clicks~Møhl et al., 2000a!. The direct path and
surface reflected signals originate from different directions
the sperm whale transmission beam, and therefore the
quency and phase content of the two signals may differ
nificantly. Additionally, inhomogeneities in the water ma
between the source and the various receivers may distor
signal differently.

There are two major causes for source position unc
tainty in the hydrophone array system described by M
et al. ~2000a!: receiver position uncertainty, and the usage
a 2D array in a 3D geometry. The second problem was eli
nated during the field work in 1998 through the use of a
array. In addition, the errors in receiver positions were
duced through acoustic calibration by the firing of deton
tors. The differences between acoustically derived and G
logged receiver positions were well within the650-m error
margin of the GPS system at the time@Fig. 3~b!#. This indi-
cates that the regression performed on the GPS coordin
@Fig. 3~a!# eliminated some of the error associated with t
GPS location of the platforms. The spurious jumps in t
GPS locations observed in Fig. 3~a! are due to short period
where one or more of the GPS receivers lost contact with
satellites. During such circumstances the GPS receiver is
timating its position from dead reckoning. More accurate
ceiver positions can be obtained using differential GPS
ceivers ~Kaplan, 1996!. With such a system, the platform
location error can be reduced by about one order of ma
tude, leading to a similar reduction in errors in source lo
tion.

The impact of ray bending on location errors at t
ranges and depths relevant for the Møhlet al. ~2000a! data is
at least an order of magnitude smaller than location err
caused by receiver position uncertainties~Table II!. Figure 2
shows that the the ray tracings create no major ray bendin
the distances and depths relevant for the data presented
The largest problem with ray bending is the fact that the S
of the present study created a shadow zone~Urick, 1983;
Fig. 2! for shallow sources and receivers. This shadow zo
starts a few kilometers away from the source and may ca
considerable underestimation of sound levels recorded f
shallow or distant whales.

The linear error propagation model is a useful tool f
estimating location errors. Such an analysis can be use
obtain error estimates for derived parameters based on r
ing information such as source levels~Møhl et al., 2000a!.
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The error analysis is also an effective tool for pinpointing t
factors causing the largest impact on the source position
cision. This has been an important argument in develop
the acoustic location systems investigated here into an o
determined acoustic location system~Møhl et al., 2000b!.
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1In 2D applications, the hyperboloid surface is reduced to a hyperbola cu
2In some source–receiver geometries, the MINNA may render two so
solutions. In these cases an extra receiver is needed to remove the am
ity in the location of the source.
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